
I would like to make my position on this application clear from the start. I do not 
believe that the solution to any problem that these woods may have is a one hit 
wonder of destruction. They have been allowed to develop as nature intended for well 
over a century with little interference or maintenance effort from the owners. They are 
loved as they are by so many people of the area and any action to alter the status 
quo should be measured and taken over the years not months. 
 
Questions that spring to mind…. 
 
1. Who has thought up this plan and who is behind it in financial and ecological 
terms? Is the underlying plan to strip this end of the Poldens of tree cover? What is 
the plan for the woodland between this application and the road above? This should 
be considered in the round. Where is the ecological survey for this area to support 
this application? I don’t think it exists. 
 
2. This woodland is a very important part of the landscape of this Parish. It has been 
as it is in the living memory of all residents of Compton Dundon. To dramatically 
change the view almost overnight is not a sensible or sensitive course of action. 
 
3. To create viewpoints from the Monument is generally a good thing. To be able to 
see the base of the monument from the village would be great. 
 
4. To gain these views it is not necessary to clear cut the huge area in proportion of 
the whole that is proposed. The lower trees could in part be retained and the angle of 
the cut much reduced. This could create a wonderful glade below the monument with 
a narrow access cut through from below. Ideal for butterflies. The same is true for the 
western view point. 
 
5. The wholesale cut proposed saves only a very few trees – mainly Ash. If the 
surrounding trees are felled this will expose these Ashes to the wind and they are 
known to be wind prone. Is this deliberate? The Field maples, hawthorn and smaller 
Ash seem to be ignored. 
 
6. Will some one tell me where there is wood pasture in this area and what are its 
parameters? 
The proposed wood pasture as marked will retain very few trees. All the Turkey Oaks 
are marked for felling. None of the smaller native trees such as the Field maples, 
hawthorn and Ash seem to be marked for saving. If Westfield corner and Hatch Hill 
are woodland pastures the trees have been very poorly managed. Indeed many of 
the large ash trees that were the only large trees spared were deliberately damaged 
by fire when the cleared scrub was piled under them and set alight. (photos)This is 
still going on as recently as last week when a fire was set just upwind of a young ash 
tree and scorched the foliage. (photo) Also, on Hatch Hill throughout the year the 
occasional tree is quietly felled and logged thus reducing the tree cover. (photo) 
 



7. The proposed clear felling of the young beech plantation in the combe is a mistake. 
The last time this was clear felled there were problems with the winter winds blowing 
cars and lorries about on the top road. Far better to selectively thin and create a 
wonderful tree spotted glade that can be managed over the years to retain its open 
nature. Another wonderful site for a glade to encourage butterflies and other wildlife. 
 I would suggest that the top line of beech trees due for felling is retained to reduce 
the wind problems of old. Incidentally all these trees and many others on this whole 
site were planted by old Mrs Clarke – Tony’s wife I think – and I am sure she is 
spinning in her grave. Probably also planted with grant money, and I expect the 
applicants will apply for public money to fell. Our money. 
 
8. Linkages between the already cleared sites is mentioned as a reason for all this 
felling. If you look at these aerial photos you will see that there is plenty of linkage 
already. Can the butterflies not cross a lane or a hedge? What efforts have been 
made to reintroduce the Large Blue – the insect behind this application I fear – to 
Hatch Hill and beyond? Have ant colonies been established, has Thyme been 
planted? No I thought not. 
 
9. The Forestry commission state that “In landscape terms, this work will actually 
improve the interlocking between open ground and woodland along this hillside, 
making it more pleasing to the eye.” I personally do not think that felling in the manner 
proposed with clear cuts with straight edges will do anything to enhance the  
views from the valley. Straight lines have been drawn in an office on a map with no 
regard for aesthetics. Whilst I am on this particular subject – what are the proposed 
fence lines and their makeup. Double strand barbed wire again or a more wildlife 
friendly solution? In Scotland, Highland cattle and sheep are kept in pasture with 
tensioned wire. Fences within the tree cover to make them less obtrusive perhaps 
would be a good idea. The present fences are an eyesore of prominent straight lines 
in a naturally curvy landscape. 
 
10. Management over the years has been conspicuous by its use of noisy power 
tools, day in day out to do the job that we were promised the sheep would achieve.  
Also in the grazing areas vulnerable trees with thin bark were not given protection 
and are now in a poor state. Deliberate? Just look at the photographs and you will 
see what I mean. What measures are proposed to ensure regeneration within the 
wood pasture? We do not want further creeping defoliation. 
 
11. The loss of plant life on these hills has been dramatic since the clearances 
started. I used to be able to see 5 varieties of orchid on a walk. Not now. The carpets 
of butterfly orchids at the bottom of Three Ashes Lane all gone. The wildflower walk 
alongside the path across Westfield corner, gone. The bee orchids and prolific wild 
flowers on Hatch Hill, Gone. Owls, woodpeckers, Tree creepers, Nuthatches and all 
woodland birds much reduced. The Nightingales that used to sing along the slopes of 
Hatch and Windmill Hill already gone. All this will get worse if this scheme goes 
ahead as planned. To see deer on a walk nowadays is a rarity when it used to be an 
almost everyday occurrence. 



 
12. Natural Englands assessment of this site is “unfavourable for recovery to 
grassland” Cost/benefit I expect. Has this been taken into account? 
 
13. Are these areas subject to monitoring to assess the success or otherwise of tree 
clearance in regards to establishing the desired priority habitat and colonisation of 
priority species, and over what timescale? Where can we see the evidence? 
 
14. All the above seems pretty negative and it is, and deserves to be in my opinion! 
BUT we should try to have a sensible compromise to resolve the differences of 
opinion, as we achieved on Collard Hill. 
 
15. I think that  
 
a. the areas of clear felling should be reduced and the lines of demarcation softened. 
See diagram 
 
b. More trees should be retained within these areas, especially the native varieties.. 
 
c. Not all Turkey oaks should be felled in one go. They are magnificent trees in their 
own right and are NOT producing seedlings in any great numbers as you will see if 
you wander in these woods on a regular basis. Any seedlings that do appear can be 
easily managed. This scheme should take years not months. 
 
d. When large trees are felled a native tree should be planted somewhere in the 
woods on the bank, protected and maintained for as long as necessary and a plan of 
proposed planting submitted. 
 
c. In the woodland grazing areas all trees should be protected from livestock, and the 
livestock provided with licks to provide the minerals to minimise damage to tree bark. 
 
e. The beech combe should be hard thinned with the best trees preserved and 
thinned as they get older over the years and the top two rows on the north of the site 
kept for a windbreak. This in years to come will provide a spectacular glade 
surrounded by magnificent beech. I only wish I could be here to see it. 
 
f. All fencing should be wildlife friendly, tensioned wire?  and as far as is possible out 
of sight and not in straight lines. Perhaps the restoration of the old Ilchester estate 
boundary wall that runs along the hill below the monument would be a good idea. 
 
g. Finally would the Forestry Commission and the owners be prepared to enter an 
approved Woodland Grant scheme that details approved work within a contract? 
 


